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This frank and thorough guide to selected established and lesser-known restaurants, including

comments on food quality, pricing, and dress codes, covers the nine resort cities of the Coachella

Valley--collectively known as Palm Springs--which include the communities of Palm Springs,

Cathedral City, Rancho Mirage, Palm Desert, Indian Wells, La Quinta, Bermuda Dunes, Indio, and

Desert Hot Springs. Presented in an accessible style, the book is divided into resort and hotel

dining, casino dining, and "palaces" and bistros. Smaller chapters are devoted to mountain

getaways, gay-friendly eateries, novelties, kid-friendly eateries, and kosher options.
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"A must-read for everyone dining in the Valley." --Martin Rakowitz, Chaine des Rotisseurs  "The

only comprehensive dining guide available for the Palm Springs area. I recommend this for locals

and tourists alike, anyone seriously interested in food and dining." --Chef Omri Siklai "I always enjoy

Peter Osbaldeston's restaurant reviews: he has an adventurous spirit, an excellent palate, and a

quirky sense of humor." --Henry Fenwick, food columnist and co-author of the cookbook Palm

Springs Flavors

"A must-read for everyone dining in the valley."-Martin Rakowitz, Chaine des Rotisseurs"I always

enjoy Peter Osbaldeston's restaurant reviews: he has an adventurous spirit, an excellent palate,

and a quirky sense of humor."-Henry Fenwick, food columnist and coauthor of the cookbook Palm

Springs FlavorsPeter Osbaldeston worked for several years as a food writer and critic for local



newspapers and magazines before deciding to create this comprehensive dining guide for the nine

resort cities of the Coachella Valley, which include Palm Springs, Cathedral City, Rancho Mirage,

Palm Desert, Indian Wells, La Quinta, Bermuda Dunes, Indio, and Desert Hot Springs.This

accessible guide includes selected established and lesser-known restaurants, with comments on

food quality, pricing, and ambiance. It is divided into user-friendly chapters including resort and hotel

dining, casino dining, "palaces," bistros, and ethnic restaurants. Additional chapters are devoted to

California Fusion, steakhouses, novelty restaurants, kid-friendly eateries, and kosher options.

Like the actual Bible according to Mark, Luke & John, this `Diner's Bible' is up to the same scrutiny

and up to your own interpretation. Don't count on YOU receiving the same service and quality of

food as this author. And, do not count out some of the other fine restaurants in the Palm Desert area

out! - Like Bing Crosby's in Rancho Mirage. This restaurant deserves a 4 star rating for the food and

ambiance, YET, this author does not even include it in his book and then goes off and rates BLEND

in La Quinta with a 4 stars and it is not that at all. My husband and I went there to celebrate our

special 40th wedding anniversary because we trusted in this Diner's Bible. It was not at all how the

author described it. Service was awful with no acknowledgment for our anniversary; the waiter did

not know the menu's food or wine and he kept us waiting for over 20 minutes (after the plates were

cleared) before we flagged down another waiter to ask for our bill. We spent over $200 for two and

would have gotten better service at MacDonald's. Sad for the chef because the food was great but

won't go there again and told our friends about the bad service. The bad service left a bad taste in

our month.

I have been caught in the desert many times and now will never starve.Cannot say enough positive

things about this text. The only change I would ever dream of making is perhaps including a

thermos.Bret L. Thompson

I just bought this book (and now see that there's a March 2010 edition - dang) and have gone

through it. The author seems to "not recommend" more establishments than he recommends. I

guess this can be a good thing, but it seems like there's no place left to eat!Easy to navigate

through the book as it's organized by type of restaurant, with stars and dollar signs so you get a

quick overview. He does review a wide variety of places. I'll keep an eye on this and make sure I

buy the most recent edition next time.



the most comprehensive guide in the desert, I especially liked the not recommended restaurants.

rarely do you see a guide that dares to do that. It is obvious that this book is not advertiser driven

and can tell the truth. Excellent!

Being a local resident of the Coachella Valley (Palm Springs), I found this book to be very accurate

on the reviews given. However, I was a little surprised it didn't include some of the well known

old-time restaurants (Riccios, Albertos).
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